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This paper presents a design of self-biased PLL in standard CMOS technology. The PLL 
circuit generates clock signal for an integrated power meter. The reference frequency is 
32.768 kHz and PLL generates fixed output frequency of 4.19 MHz. Self-bias PLL achieves 
process technology independence, fixed damping factor, and fixed ratio bandwidth to 
operating frequency. Both the damping factor and bandwidth to operating frequency ratio are 
determined entirely by a ratio of capacitances. Self-biasing does not require external biasing, 
that needs special bandgap bias circuit, all of internal bias voltages and currents are 
generated within the circuit. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
PLL described in this paper is a part of an integrated power meter (IPM) [1]. It is 

aimed to generate clock for integrated power meter. The chip is supposed to have 
reference oscillator of 32.768 kHz and PLL should generate fixed output frequency of 
4.19 MHz. Therefore the tracking bandwidth property of PLL is not important. Since 
PLL must be integrated on-chip, the main problem for integration arises from the 
loop filter elements. Traditional design of PLL [2] requires bulky loop filter elements, 
making them inappropriate for integration. Stability issues require loop bandwidth 
less then 1/10 of the reference frequency [3]. Jitter is inversely proportional to the 
bandwidth. To reduce jitter, the bandwidth must be as high as possible. Alternatively, 
to provide required margin for stability insensitive to process variations the 
bandwidth must be lower than 1/10. 

Self-biasing technique reduces influence of process technology and environmental 
variability to performances of PLL. Two crucial parameters that determine closed-
loop response, dumping factor (ζ) and bandwidth to operational frequency ratio (ωN/ 
ωREF), are determined completely by the ratio of two capacitances. Since the ratio of 
capacitances can be precisely set, it is easy to fit the bandwidth close to the 
theoretical limit and improve jitter performance. Simultaneously PLL properties are 
almost independent on process variations.  

This paper proceeds by analyses of a typical PLL system. The subsequent section 
presents the design of differential buffer stage that provides high supply and substrate 
noise rejection and allows the possibility of self-biasing. Section 4 presents 
architecture of the self-bias PLL and all required circuitry. The fifth section presents 
simulation results. Finally, conclusion will be given in section 6. 

2. PHASE-LOCKED LOOP 
A typical PLL is shown in Fig 1. It consists of a phase comparator, charge pump, 

loop filter, bias generator and voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and frequency 
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divider. The negative feedback in the loop adjusts the VCO output frequency by 
integrating the phase error that results between periodic reference input and the 
divided VCO output. When PLL is in lock state VCO output frequency is N times 
larger than the input reference frequency such that there is no detected phase error 
between the reference and the divided output. 
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Fig. 1. Typical PLL block diagram 

The frequency response of PLL can be analyzed using a continuous time 
approximation if bandwidth is ten times less than the operating frequency. This 
bandwidth constraint is required for stability issues due to the reduced phase margin 
near the higher order poles. The output phase PO(s) is related to the input phase, PI(s) 
by 
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where ICP is the charge pump current (A), R is the loop filter resistance (Ω), C1 is the 
loop filter capacitance (F), and KVCO is VCO gain (Hz/V). The closed loop response is 
the given by: 
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where ζ is the damping factor, defined as: 
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and ωN is the loop bandwidth (rad/s) given by 
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Obviously, the loop bandwidth and damping factor characterize the closed-loop 
response. Therefore, it will be as stable as ζ and ωN are. The crucial issue in PLL 
design is to make them both precisely defined and independent on process parameter 
variations. The architecture able to fulfill both requirements is known as Self-Bias 
Architecture [4] and will be described in Section 4. This architecture relays on 
implementation of the Differential Buffer Stage (DBS). Precisely, all crucial parts of 
Self-Bias PLL are based on DBS. Namely, the Charge Pump, Loop Filter, Bias 
Generator and VCO use elements of DBS. Therefore, DBS will be explained in the 
following section. 
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3. DIFFERENTIAL BUFFER STAGE 
Low jitter operation requires buffer stage with low sensitivity on supply and 

substrate noise. Differential Buffer Stage architecture shown in Fig. 2 meets this 
requirement  [4]. DBS contains a source coupled pair with resistive loads known as 
Symmetric Loads [4] (denoted by doted box in Fig. 2). Each load consists of two 
equal sized PMOS transistors connected in parallel. One of them is in diode 
configuration. The buffer delay changes with VBP since the effective resistance of the 
load changes with VBP. As referenced in [4] this load has a good control over delay 
and high dynamic supply noise rejection. The NMOS current source is dynamically 
biased with VBN to compensate for drain and substrate voltage variations, achieving 
the effective performance of a cascode current source. However, this current source 
can provide high static supply and substrate noise rejections without the extra supply 
voltage required by cascode current sources. 
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Fig. 2 Differential buffer stage 
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Fig. 3 Replica-feedback current source bias generator 

The bias generator (Bias Gen in Fig. 1), shown in Fig. 3, produces the bias 
voltages VBN and VBP controlled by VCTRL. Its primary function is to continuously 
adjust the buffer bias current in order to provide the correct lower swing limit of 
VCTRL for the buffer stages. This is achieved using a Differential Amplifier and a Half-
Buffer Replica (HBR). The whole HBR current is steered in the symmetrical load. 
This is equivalent to the situation when 2ID in Fig. 2 steers through only one 
symmetric load, because one input is connected to VCC and the other half of DBS is 
turned-off. One input of differential amplifier is at VCTRL and adjusts VBN so that 
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voltage at the output of the HBR (denoted with A in Fig 3) is equal to VCTRL. 
Consequently, the maximum difference VCC –VA equals to VCC - VCTRL. 

The bias generator also provides a buffered version of VCTRL at the VBP output 
using an additional half-buffer replica (denoted as VCTRL Buffer in Fig. 3). This output 
isolates VCTRL from potential capacitive coupling in the buffer stages and plays an 
important role in the self-biased PLL design. 

4. SELF-BIAS ARCHITECTURE 
Ideally, both ζ and REFN ωω  should be constant to provide broad operating 

frequency range and improved jitter performance.  
To obtain the tracking bandwidth, the VCO operating frequency should have the 

same dependency on the buffer bias current as the loop bandwidth Nω . 
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Fig 4 Self-bias PLL 

DBS can be used to implement the VCO in order to obtain a broad frequency 
range. The frequency is proportional to TCTRL VV −  or, the square root of ID, that 
results with the constant KVCO slope.  

If current of the charge pump is set to be fraction of buffer current e.g. 
BUFFCPBUFFCP IyIIxI ⋅=⋅= 21 ; , (5) 

where 21 CPCP I,I  are current of the first and the second charge pump, respectively 
and BUFFI =2ID is DBS current. In [4] is shown that damping factor and bandwidth to 
frequency ratio are given by: 
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where CB is total capacitance of all buffer stages and C1 is filter capacitance. The 
dumping factor and the bandwidth to operating frequency are proportional to square 
root of the ratio of the two capacitances. The only variables in (6) that depend on 
process technology are CB and C1. However, the ratio of two capacitances can be 
matched very well in layout that results with almost constant values of damping 
factor and bandwidth to frequency ratio. 

Fig. 4 represents the detailed block diagram of the self-bias PLL. Resistor R from 
Fig. 1 is substituted by using second charge pump and additional bias generator 
(denoted with dotted line box). This results in small signal resistance mg1  for a 
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diode-connected device in bias generator. Full integration of the loop filter requires 
transformation as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 Transformation of the loop filter for the integration of the loop filter resistor 

The loop filter is typically a capacitor in series with a resistor that is driven by the 
charge pump current CPI∆ . The control voltage VCTRL is the sum of the voltage drops 
across the capacitor and the resistor. This voltage drops can be generated separately 
as long as the same charge pump current is applied to each of them. The two voltage 
drops can then be summed to form the control voltage by replicating the voltage 
across capacitor with a voltage source in series with the resistor. 

Bias generator realized as VCTRL Buffer in Fig. 3, behaves as voltage source and 
resistor, since it buffers VCTRL and gives VBP = VCTRL with a finite resistance. From 
Fig. 3 it is evident that the diode-connected PMOS device establishes this resistance. 
Thus the resistance is equal to mg1 . 

5. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION 
All required circuits are designed and simulated using Cadence analog environment 
tools and AMIS 0.35µ C035M-A 5M/2P/HR design kit. 

VCO is composed of four differential buffer stages. 
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Fig. 6 Charge pump  

The charge pump is based on symmetric buffer stage as shown in Fig. 6 [4].  
Phase comparator is the same as described in [4]. 
The required clock frequency is 4194304 Hz that is 128 times of the reference 

frequency. Therefore the multiplication factor N=128 that is power of two. 
Consequently the divider in the feed-back loop is realized by seven T-flipflops. 
Frequency divider needs single ended input. Therefore, differential output signal 
from VCO should be converted to the single ended with 50% duty cycle. Fig. 7 
shows the implemented solution. 

The described design of the entire PLL circuit is verified by simulation. Fig. 8 
illustrates stabilization of VCTRL voltage after locking the loop. After the locking time 
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of less than 30 cycles of the reference frequency (less than 1ms) VCTRL reaches desired 
value of 2.05V. 
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Fig. 7 Differential-to-single-ended converter with 50% duty cycle output 

 
Fig. 8 Response of filter output during acquisition 

6. CONCLUSION 
The paper presented design of self-bias PLL realized in standard CMOS 

technology. Self-biasing greatly simplifies PLL design. There is no need for precise 
bias current sources. The appropriate circuit architecture resulted in diminished 
dependence on technology parameter variation that approves robustness of the 
design. The PLL is a part of a large SoC project that is expected to be submitted for 
fabrication until the end of the year. 
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